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MSE Calibration

Overview of approach to Science and Facility Calibration
• Facility Calibration is the calibration required to allow and ensure 

that a sub-system within the MSE facility will perform at its required 
level of performance.

• Science Calibration is the (mostly) frequent set of calibrations 
required to ensure that the MSE spectra represent the target’s true 
spectral characteristics at the level required for optimal MSE science 
as defined in the MSE Science Requirements Document (SRD).

Mitigation Strategies are:
- By design - By procedure - By modeling
- By detection - By calibration - By data processing



MSE Calibration

The Power of MSE derives from:

• The 81 square meter collecting aperture of the telescope compared to 
all other massively multi-plexed, wide field spectroscopic facilities 
planned in the near future.

• The superior conditions offered by the proposed site for MSE (the 
location of CFHT) compared to all other sites in terms of seeing and 
atmospheric clarity.

Exploitation of this power requires that calibrations must be robust, 
optimal, and correct at a level unseen with comparable instruments on 
smaller telescopes and at poorer quality sites.



MSE Facility Calibration

Facility Calibrations are calibrations required for various subsystems to 
operate and perform at their optimum design levels.

Examples are:
1. M1 Segment Calibrations
2. Telescope Pointing/Tracking Calibration
3. Technical Camera (AGC and Wavefront) Calibration
4. Astrometric Calibration
5. Spectrograph Image Calibration (Focus)
6. Spectrograph Shutter Calibration

Sub-system level calibrations will be defined and designed by the 
related work package groups. 



MSE Science Calibration

Science Calibrations - calibrations necessary to 
ensure that MSE spectra represent the target’s true 
spectral characteristics as required for the science.
Calibrations include:
1. Detection Sensitivity Calibration (Pixel to Pixel, Fiber to Fiber)
2. Background Calibration (Sky, Ghosts, Scattered Light, Bad/Hot Pixels, 

Dark, Thermal, Bias, Radiation/Cosmic Rays)
3. Wavelength Calibration (Spectral alignment, Velocity determination)
4. PSF Calibration
5. Spurious Contamination



1. Detection Sensitivity Calibration

Determine relative sensitivities in such a manner to correct for variations in sensitivities 
from one target spectrum to another and within the spectrum of a target.

• Detector pixel to pixel sensitivity is not likely uniform but should be relatively stable.

• Detector pixels may have variation in sensitivity across the pixel that may also vary depending on the 
illumination angles of light incident on the pixels (e.g. fringing).

• Target to target sensitivity is not uniform and varies as system configuration changes.

• Sources of Target to Target sensitivity non-uniformity and variability:

• Telescope and fiber alignment on the target (variable and non-optimal aperture coupling impacts overall sensitivity and 

wavelength sensitivity variations).  

• Pupil illumination of the spectrograph optics (fiber tilt or offset from target, focus changes causes changes in spectral 

psf or unwanted loss of light due to vignetting).  

• Fiber stresses (variable changes in spectrograph pupil illumination from unavoidable fiber motion).

• Contaminants (dirt or other contaminants impacting efficiency).

• Spectrograph instabilities (drift of spectral image on sensor – positional and focus).



1. Detection Sensitivity Calibration

Typical sensitivity calibration methodologies:

1. Illuminate telescope focal surface and apertures with uniform illumination –

Dome flats, spider flats, deployable screen flats, twilight flats

2. Illuminate sensor with ~uniform illumination (sometimes called milk flats)

LEDs inside spectrograph, leaky fibers along slit, defocused slit

3. Calibration target fields of spectrophotometric standards

Specific calibration target field, calibration stars observed within science target field



2. Background Calibration

Determine background contamination in such a manner to correct for background 
biases in the spectrograph. 
Must be able to calibrate to a source level of ~25th magnitude!
(Sky, Ghosts, Scattered Light, Bad/Hot Pixels, Dark, Thermal, Bias, Radiation/Cosmic Rays)

• Sky Background dominates the faint object spectroscopy with sky levels nominally swamping the 
faintest signals by a factor of 50 to 100 with spectral, temporal and spatial variability across the 
field. 

• Ghosts arise from optical reflections of light from bright objects both in the telescope focal 
surface and the spectrograph focus.  that may also vary depending on the illumination angles of 
light incident on the pixels (e.g. fringing).

• Scattered Light arises from scattering of structures, optical surfaces.
• Bad/Hot Pixels, Dark, Thermal Background, Bias, and Cosmic Rays are detector related with 

Radiation events possibly arising from slightly radioactive materials near to the detector (e.g. 
glass in the cryostat window).



Sky Background
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Sky Background

MSE must be able to sample the collective signal across the field of view with 
sufficient spatial sampling to capture and correct for the spatial structure.

MSE must be able to sample the collective signal contemporaneously with the 
science data to capture and correct for the temporal behavior.

MSE must be able to measure the spectral characteristics to capture and correct 
for the spectral structure.

Some sources may benefit from specific monitoring of the spatial structure if 
MSE is unable to provide adequate sampling (e.g. with imagers).



Ghosts and Scattered Light

Ghosts and Scattered Light can be present:
- At the telescope focus

- contaminating the background of impacted targets
- arises from reflections from structures and/or between optical surfaces.

- In the spectrograph at the detector 
- contaminating the background of impacted targets
- causing cross-talk between scientific targets
- arises from reflections from mechanical structures, imperfections in the dispersers, 

reflections between optical surfaces, disperser configurations (Littrow ghosts)



Ghosts and Scattered Light
There are three WFC/ADC ghosts of concern:

1. A strong “image” ghost.  
Appears when source <7 mag is centrally located in the field.

Rapidly moves across and off the edge of the field as the source is decentered out to 
225 to 250 arc-seconds from the center.  

This is a rather bright ghost with some parts of it illuminating a patch more than 1000 
times brighter than our desired threshold.  

Ghost arises from L5-surface2 to L1-surface1 reflection.

2. A moderately large and strong “pupil” ghost.
Appears when source is about 850 to 2300 arc-seconds from field center.

This ghost remains below the sky limit, but illuminates regions to almost 10 times 
brighter than the desired threshold level.  

Ghost arises from L5-surface2 to L4-surface1.  

3. A sharp and strong “image” ghost.
Appears when source position between 2050 and 2300 arc-seconds from field center. 

Ghost appears at a slightly larger field angle than the source. 

Ghost is very bright with a signal up to 10,000 times higher than desired threshold.  
Ghost drops off the field edge when the source is at 2300 arc-seconds from field 

center. 

Mitigation –
- By Design exploration underway (Will Saunders, 

AAO) [Indication is that current design does not 
adequately compensate for mitigation.]

- By Procedure (telescope pointing constraints and 
target magnitude allocation constraints)
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Avoid <10th mag (Ghost 3) [600,000 stars]
Unlikely to avoid all ghosts.

Avoid <2nd mag (Ghost 2) [100 stars]

Avoid <3rd to <4th mag 
(Ghost 2) [300 to 900 stars]

Avoid stars <9th to <10th mag 
(Ghost 1) [200,000 to 600,000 stars]

Unlikely to avoid all ghosts.

Approximate zones and magnitude 
limits to keep ghosting below threshold.



Ghosts and Scattered Light in the 
Spectrographs

Recombination Littrow Ghost in HERMES 
spectrograph (Sheinis et. al. 2015)

Echelle Scattered Light Correction in 
STIS (Valenti et. al. 2002)

Echelle Scattered Light in STIS 
(Landsman and Bowers 1997)

Ruled gratings may have ruling errors leading to secondary spectra or ghosts.
Roughness in the grating rulings and/or optical surfaces lead to scattered light.
Littrow configurations of dispersers can result in a recombination ghost (faint image of 
the undispersed source).



3. Wavelength Calibration

Instabilities in the pixel illumination  instable wavelength determination  velocity errors.
Instabilities arise from a variety of sources including:
• Seeing variations  changes in the weighted image profile passed through by the fiber.
• Spectrograph pupil illumination variations  changes in PSF aberrations caused by –

guiding errors, fiber stresses, fiber tilt, thermal and mechanical changes, spectrograph 
seeing…

• Spectrograph mechanical and thermal instabilities  shifting images on the detector.
• Imperfect PSF Calibration  errors in extracted spectrum.

HR Spectrograph requires 0.1 km/sec velocity measurements  0.01 Resolution Element
LMR is somewhat relaxed in comparison  ~0.10 Resolution Element



4. PSF Calibration

Images of fiber apertures in HERMES 
spectrograph (Sheinis et. al. 2015)

The PSF of imaged spectra is neither uniform nor stable.

Sources of PSF error include:
• Optical aberrations inherent in the design (spot diagrams).
• Optical physics of the disperser causing anamorphic 

distortions across the field.
• Alignment and focus errors.
• Contamination on the input aperture.
• Varying pupil illumination due to optical contamination, 

guiding errors, fiber stresses, fiber tilt, thermal and 
mechanical changes, spectrograph seeing…

HERMES spot diagrams (reddest 
wavelengths)



5. Spurious Contamination and 
Supplemental Calibrations

Detect when there is spurious contamination. 
Examples:
- Satellite contamination
- Meteoric contamination

Provide supplemental calibrations.
Example:
- Measurement of spatial and temporal variations externally to provide better 

modeling and correction with nominal calibrations



Satellite Contamination
MSE science aperture ~1 arc-second diameter
MSE Field of View 1.5 degrees diameter (5400 arc-seconds)
3249 LMR + 1083 HR = 4332 MSE Probes across FoV
Uniformly distributed apertures = 4332/5400 fraction of target field 
cross-section
 0.8 probability of a crossing satellite “hitting” a target.
 0.6 probability of hitting one LMR target.
 0.2 probability of hitting one HR target.

Total Sky is 41252 sq degrees = 27500 MSE equivalent fields
50,000 satellite constellation has 1.8 satellite per MSE field (static density)
2 hour orbital period  180 degrees/hour span for each satellite 

 216 satellites cross an MSE field per hour (dynamic density)! 

 4% MSE targets impacted per hour  130 LMR targets 
impacted per field per hour (43 per 20 minute exposure)!

>100 equivalent lost nights over ~1 decade of MSE operation or few million targets impacted



Satellite Contamination
Dwell time of a 2 hour orbit satellite over an MSE aperture is 0.006 seconds.
20 minute exposure (1200 seconds)  .006/1200  13.3 magnitude difference 
60 minute exposure (3600 seconds)  .006/3600  14.5 magnitude difference

For impact to be >25th magnitude equivalent, the magnitude of the satellite must be:
>11.7 for 20 minute exposures 
>10.5 for 60 minute exposures

Mitigation strategies:
• Avoid impact by target assignment scheduling that includes satellite orbits.
• Monitor field to image satellites and identify impacts.
• Take multiple exposures in the field to reject compromised spectra.
• MSE must avoid satellite flares within the target field due to ghosting within the WFC.

Meteors will also impact targets.  Fortunately, the dwell time is much shorter with lower density.
Aircraft would also be an impact. Dwell times are somewhat shorter and density is much lower.



MSE Science Calibration 
Responsibilities

Implementation of lamps, imagers, procedures, observations, data 
reduction cover a range of MSE sub-systems and work packages.

Item Associated Calibration Responsible Party
Telescope Flat Field Lamps/Screens Sensitivity SCal (Texas A&M)

Telescope Wavelength 
Lamps/Screens

Wavelength/PSF SCal

Simultaneous Calibration Wavelength/PSF SCal, FiTS, or LMR and HR?
Target Field Imagers Spurious Contamination

Spatial Sky Emission
SCal

Detector Calibration Lamps 
(Milk Flats)

Detector Pixel LMR and HR

Slit Mask or Fiber Illuminator Detector Ghost/Scattered Light and 
PSF

LMR and HR or Scal?

On-sky Calibration Targets RV, Spectrophotometric, Telluric ?
Procedure Contamination Avoidance Scheduler/OESA?

Modeling and Calibration Data 
Pipelines

Spectral PESA



Telescope Flat Field Lamps/Screens

A set of Continuum Lamps with little to no wavelength structure for normalizing the 
spectral response of the instrument in both wavelength space and from fiber to fiber.
A set of Illumination Optics and/or screens as required to provide stable illumination of 
the MSE focal surface with either uniform illumination or with a well-behaved and 
predictable variation across the field of view.
The Continuum Lamps and Illumination Optics may either illuminate a screen mounted 
to the dome structure and/or illuminate directly the M1 primary mirror in order to fill the 
telescope pupil with a smooth and flat radial profile.  Azimuthally uniform illumination of 
the telescope pupil is desired, but perhaps may not be required if the fiber optics are 
determined to adequately scramble any azimuthal structure.

Typically required for each target field configuration.



Telescope Wavelength 
Lamps/Screens

A set of Wavelength Lamps with sufficient (high wavelength frequency) wavelength 
structure for linearizing the spectral response of the instrument in wavelength space and 
from fiber to fiber.
A set of Illumination Optics and/or screens as required to provide stable illumination of 
the MSE focal surface with either uniform illumination or with a well-behaved and 
predictable variation across the field of view.
The Wavelength Lamps and Illumination Optics may either illuminate a screen mounted 
to the dome structure and/or illuminate directly the M1 primary mirror in order to fill the 
telescope pupil with a smooth and flat radial profile.  Azimuthally uniform illumination of 
the telescope pupil is desired, but perhaps may not be required if the fiber optics are 
determined to adequately scramble any azimuthal structure.

Typically required for each target field configuration.



Simultaneous Calibration

A system that creates spectra on the science detector that provides a high 
precision wavelength reference during a scientific exposure.  Two possible 
solution examples are –

1. Use of a set of dedicated fiber optics distributed along the slit that are illuminated by a 
wavelength calibration light source similar or identical to that used for the full field wavelength 
calibrations to provide wavelength stable spectra at least at the ends of the slits and perhaps 
distributed at some interval across the slit.  The intensity of the wavelength light will require 
control so that the exposure level is commensurate with the exposure level of the science 
data.

2. Possible use of an absorption cell, such as iodine, to imprint a wavelength signature directly 
on to each science spectrum.  Probably should be deployable and removed in applications not 
requiring the high precision velocities.

Desired for each and every science observation.
These are likely only applicable to the HR spectrograph. 



Target Field Imagers

A set of imagers monitoring the target field during the science exposures to 
provide secondary calibration information on the following:

- Broadband imaging to monitor for satellites and other spurious contaminants
- Narrowband imaging to monitor the spatial and temporal structure of critical 

sky emission features such as particular OH bands and other bright emitters

Ideally, the set of imagers would have sufficiently small forms to fit on the 
telescope structure.  The imagers could have shorter exposure times, but they 
should collect data during the course of each science exposure.

Data required for each and every MSE science target exposure.



Detector Calibration Lamps

A system that allows direct illumination of the science detectors within the 
spectrographs to evaluate and monitor detector health and performance (e.g. 
linearity), pixel to pixel variations, etc.

Possible solutions to consider are LED’s located that directly illuminate the 
detectors, LED’s or some other light source (leaky fiber) located near or 
replaceable with the slit, use of the MSE fiber slit, but out of focus (either by 
displacing the slit or inserting a glass plate).

Likely not a frequent calibration.



Slit Mask or Fiber Illuminator

A system that illuminates limited areas of the science detectors so that ghosting 
and scattered light characteristics can be determined, monitored, and calibrated 
out.

Some example solutions might be:
- A projection source at the telescope focus with the ability to illuminate single 

fibers, or small groups of fibers, with both continuum and wavelength sources.
- Observation of bright stars down single fibers or bright cluster illuminating 

groups of fibers.
- A deployable slit mask that can mask off all but one or a few fibers.

Likely not a frequent calibration.



On-Sky Calibration Targets

Standard stars either observed within an MSE science target field or as a 
separately exposed target field.

Stars required for velocity calibration, spectrophotometric calibration, telluric line 
calibration, abundance/metallicity calibration.

This likely doesn’t require any special hardware, but is an operational and data 
analysis procedure.



Procedure

Calibration and/or mitigation by Procedure is the implementation of a set of Rules to be 
applied to target configurations, telescope pointings, and calibration processes in order 
to provide robust calibration data or to avoid calibration issues.

WFC/ADC ghosting may require mitigation by Procedure where there may be avoidance 
zones for faint target assignment due to the presence of a bright object within or near the 
field of view.

Other Procedural mitigations would be the avoidance of bright targets (planets, Moon, 
bright stars) within the science target field of view and distance constraints to limit 
Moonlight, twilight, laser, and thunderstorm related background.

The inherent nature of fiber optics will likely require frequent and 
careful flat field and wavelength calibrations.



Modeling and Calibration Data 
Pipelines

Data pipelines/modeling will be required to implement the various calibration 
strategies.  Modeling will likely include such things as optimal extraction or other 
spectral-perfectionism methodologies.

Predictive modeling of the night sky spectrum, ghosting/scattered light behavior, 
and image profiles should greatly assist in the mitigation of the impact that these 
sources of errors will have on the final spectrum.
(Andreea Petric exploring development of Maunakea specific sky model.)



MSE Calibration

With well designed and calibrated MSE system components (Facility Calibration) 
providing optimal target coupling into the MSE fibers and spectrographs

plus

robust science calibration hardware, methodologies, and procedures

 MSE will meet the demands of extracting reliable signals buried in the depths 
of sky background and other sources of contamination and bias.

Thanks to Texas A&M (Darren DePoy, Jennifer Marshall, Luke Schmidt, Leo Barba) and 
Andreea Petric for creative discussions.
The previous efforts on the MSE calibration plan are also appreciated and 
acknowledged (Alan McConnachie, Pat Hall, Nicolas Flagey, Will Saunders, Kei Szeto, 
Alexis Hill, and Shan Mignot).
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